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. That's my current impression at this moment in time, given my personal experience of some of the situations that they've been
involved in. The way that I see it, they are nothing more than an outgrowth of our own biases, preconceived notions, and ideas
about who and what we think we are. It's only human nature to have your perceptions shaped by your world view. I can see why
that would be the case. So when someone brings up a different perspective on a subject, it's natural to consider the possibility
that perhaps the perspectives that they've given us are true, as opposed to the ones that we've been presented with. It's important
to keep an open mind when it comes to new perspectives. They don't have to be seen as absolute truth. As much as I don't like to
admit it, it is possible for me to trust in something that I've seen, and yet not completely accept it. As with any other aspect of
life, though, that's not an easy thing to do. It's quite an exhausting endeavour. It's something that I, as a perfectionist, simply
can't justify. I can't simply write something off as 'wrong' because someone else tells me that it is. I'd need to understand why
they felt the way that they did, and that's difficult to do if I don't have any of their perspectives. I know I've been described as a
logical thinker, but that doesn't mean that I'm incapable of being swayed. It's about finding the balance. It's the choice to take in
other perspectives that makes us who we are, and the choice to not accept them that makes us what we think that we are. You
have to choose to believe what you want to believe, and I have to choose to believe what I want to believe. That's not easy for
anyone. But I'd have to be a truly delusional person to think that this decision is going to be made any time soon. There's always
going to be that part of us that doesn't want to let go of our old way of thinking, and always says no, I'm not interested. To me,
that's a shame. If you're ever going to be able to get in touch with your heart, you have to be able to let go of your ego. The ego
doesn't like change, and it has a lot of reasons to dislike change. When something is different, it is no longer familiar to it.
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